ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Retinal images are influenced by all the factors that affect the body vasculature in general. The human eye is a unique region of the human body where the vascular condition can be directly observed. In addition to fovea and optic disc, the blood vessels contributes one of the main features of an retinal fundus image and several of its properties are noticeably affected by worldwide major diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and arteriosclerosis. Further, certain eye diseases such as choroidal neovascularization [1] and retinal artery occlusion [2] also make changes in the retinal vasculature. As per previous statement, the segmentation of blood vessels in retinal images can be a valuable aid for the detection of diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma diagnosis.
An automated segmentation and inspection of retinal blood vessel features such as diameter, color and tortuosity as well as the optic disc morphology allows ophthalmologist and eye care specialists to perform mass vision screening exams for early detection of retinal diseases and treatment evaluation. This could prevent and reduce vision impairments; age related diseases and many cardiovascular diseases as well as reducing the cost of the screening. Over the past few years, several segmentation techniques have been employed for the segmentation of retinal structures such as blood vessels and optic disc and diseases like lesions in fundus retinal images. However the acquisition of fundus retinal images under different conditions of illumination, resolution and field of view (FOV) and the overlapping tissue in the retina cause a significant degradation to the performance of automated blood vessel and optic disc segmentations.
LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1] , Xiayu et al. used graph based approach for blood vessel boundary delineation. The widths of the retinal blood vessels are measured and its edges are segmented. The graph is constructed based on the vessels weight. The REVIEW database was used in this work. This paper has some deficiencies, such as the crossing points and branching points are currently not treated individually, and consequently the blood vessel detection points are not clearly indicated.
In [2] , Benson et al. proposed line-shape concavity measuring model to remove dark lesions which have an intensity structure different from the line-shaped vessels in a retina. This method achieved 95.67% of an average accuracy for the blood vessel detection with respect to ground truth images in DRIVE database, while provided 95.56 % of an average accuracy for the blood vessel detection with respect to ground truth images in STARE database.
In [3] , Miguel et al. presented multi-scale feature extraction and region growing algorithm for retinal blood vessels segmentation. This implementation allowed a faster processing of these images and was based on a data partitioning.
In [4] - [10] ,different methods for blood vessel detection and segmentation is presented.
Staal [14] et al. proposed a pixel feature based method that additionally analyzed the vessels as elongated structures. The edge-based methods can be further classified into window-based and tracking-based methods. Window-based method estimates a match at each pixel against the pixel's surrounding window. In order to trace the vessels, the tracking approach makes use of local image properties from an initial point.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system consists of three stages-first is preprocessing of retinal image to separate the green channel and second stage is retinal image enhancement and third stage is blood vessel segmentation using morphological operations and SVM Classifier. The proposed system for blood vessel segmentation is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
A. Preprocessing
Initially the retinal image is enhanced using adaptive histogram equalization technique in order to enhance the blood vessels. Then, the retinal fundus image is divided in to three primary components such as Red Channel (R), Green Channel (G) and Blue Channel (B). The green channel is high sensitive to the blood vessels. Hence this channel is considered for the detection and segmentation of retinal blood vessels from the retinal image.
B. Morphological Operations
The morphological operations are applied on the pre processed green channel. Morphological operation processes the preprocessed image with structuring element. The retinal blood vessels are detected by applying dilation and erosion process to a preprocessed image. The morphological opening and closing operation are applied to an image based on multi structure elements to enhance the vessel edges. Morphological opening and closing operation is performed by using dilation and erosion. The morphologically processed opened image and morphologically processed closed images are absolutely subtracted to detect the blood vessels from retina fundus image. The combination of dilation and erosion operations is performed on image with different structuring element of radius 3. Then, an absolute difference mapping image is formed by absolute subtraction of retinal image from the morphologically processed sub-band image.
C. Feature Extraction and Classifier
The Local Binary Pattern (ELBP) features and GLCM features are extracted from the morphologically processed image. It can be computed as in Eq. 1, where, IN denotes the neighboring pixel in a square window (3×3), IC is the center pixel in the 3×3 mask, 'p' represents the number of surrounding pixels, 'K' denotes c function and K(IN -IC ) is marked as the threshold value and it is estimated as,
D. GLCM Features
The Co-occurrence features can be extracted from each Co-occurrence Matrix. Energy, contrast, correlation and homogeneity are used as GLCM features. The extracted features are trained and the given retinal images are classified in accordance with the trained values SVM Classifier. The SVM classifies each pixel in the retinal image as blood vessel or non blood vessel pixels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed blood vessel detection and segmentation methodology is applied on images available in DRIVE and STARE databases and the segmentation results were compared with their respective ground truth images.
To measure the performance of the proposed method for the detection of blood vessels on the fundus image, the proposed vessel segmentation method is compared to its corresponding ground truth images. The performance of proposed vessel detected image is experimentally validated with ground truth images.
The performance of proposed blood vessel segmentation methodology is analyzed with the following parameters:
• Sensitivity (Se=TP/(TP+FN)) • Accuracy (Acc=(TP+TN)/(TP+FN+TN+FP)) where, TP denotes true positive, FP denotes false positive, FN denotes false negative and TN denotes true negative. True Positive refers to the correctly detected blood vessels, True Negative refers to the wrongly detected blood vessels, False Positive refers to the correctly and wrongly detected non blood vessel pixels. The experimental result shows that, Morphological and SVM based blood vessel segmentation achieves a performance appraisal of 78% sensitivity, 97.99%specificity, and 95.1% accuracy, which is clearly shown in Table II .
CONCLUSION
The blood vessel detection and segmentation is an important for diabetic retinopathy diagnosis at earlier stage. The morphological and SVM classifier is proposed in this paper to detect and segment the blood vessels from the retinal image .The local binary pattern and GLCM features are extracted from the morphologically processed image and used as blood vessels features. The proposed method detected blood vessels with an average sensitivity of 78%, average specificity of 97.99% and an average accuracy of 99.6% in the retinal fundus images.
